
Writing Sports Romance: How to get it right 

Lesson One: Pick the right sport for you and research it 

Writing sports romance takes a particular kind of author; not everyone can (or should do it) 

• Readers can be very hard on sports romance authors if you don’t sound like you know what 

you’re talking about. Sports fans, especially female sports fans, often know their stuff and if 

you try to pass off something that’s not true they’ll recognize it. 

• You don’t have to be a “true fan” to write about the sport, but you do need to know enough 

that you won’t make mistakes. 

If you decide to try your hand at sports romance, first ask yourself- do I want to write about male or 

female athletes? High school, college, professional league? 

• Female athletes are underrepresented in sports romance from top (Olympics, professional 

sports) to the “bottom” (high school athletics, recreational teams). 

• Writing about a professional league is especially tough since people are so familiar with 

them. There are more differences in the way things are done in a sport the further away 

from the professional leagues that you get, so writing about a college football team may be 

easier than writing a book about a professional football team. 

• Sports romance is actually a very broad subgenre, though it doesn’t feel that way at first- 

just like how many different facets lend themselves to paranormal romance, historical 

romance, etc, there are many different sports to write about, each with its own vocabulary, 

team make up, rules, and personalities 

Once you know who and what you want to write about, you can start researching that particular sport 

and the athletes who play it. 

• Some sports are less or more familiar to your audience, so know who you’re writing for. 

o Americans are familiar with America-style football (much of the rest of the 

world calls soccer football), hockey, basketball, baseball, NASCAR, and to a 

lesser extent, sports like boxing, MMA, and soccer.  

o In 2014, according to the Harris Poll, 35 percent of American fans call the NFL 

their favorite sport, followed by Major League Baseball (14 percent), college 

football (11 percent), auto racing (7 percent), the NBA (6 percent), the NHL (5 

percent) and college basketball (3 percent).  

o The NFL has the largest fan base watching their games on TV, so you might want 

to add a scene with fans in a sports bar watching the game and commenting. 

o In the US, baseball and golf are seeing the largest drop in fans.  

o Also a sport's popularity varies greatly based on demographics. More people 

who live in rural areas on the East coast say they're fans of the NFL than the 

general U.S. population. Those with an annual household income of more than 

$100,000 are more likely to be baseball fans, while African Americans are less 



likely to enjoy the sport. More southerners call college football their favorite 

sport, while those with a high school education or less tend to gravitate to auto 

racing.  

▪ Gallup Poll: https://news.gallup.com/poll/224864/football-americans-

favorite-sport-watch.aspx 

▪ NBC (great analysis): https://www.nbcsports.com/boston/home-

page/nba-nfl-nhl-nba-which-is-sport-of-the-future 

▪ Demographics firm: http://demographicpartitions.org/demographics-of-

sports-fans-u-s/ 

o Why is this demographical difference important? Because the fans of the sport 

usually have to be part of a sports romance in one way or another. So if you’re 

going to write about a college football team in the Northeast, part of your plot 

might be that no one in their home city cares what happens to the team (since 

demographics show college football doesn’t have a big fan base in the 

Northeast). 

o The United States is one of the only large countries in the world where soccer is 

not one of the most popular sports. After the “Big Four” leagues – NFL, MLB, 

NBA and NHL, soccer is the most popular, followed by tennis, golf, wrestling and 

motor sports, according to mostpopularsports.net. 

o Worldwide, football (soccer to Americans) is the most popular sport, followed 

by basketball – which is quickly gaining worldwide popularity, cricket, tennis, 

and baseball. Fans the world over watch the NFL, MLB, NBA and the NHL, but 

not in the same numbers as in the US.  
o Americans are not familiar with cricket, rugby or table tennis. Cycling, especially 

since Lance Armstrong left the sport, is also not well-followed by Americans. 

o Sports like rugby are hugely popular in places like Australia and the UK; cricket is 

hugely popular in India and other countries. Also according to 

mostpopularsports.net, Australian rules football is the most popular sport in 

Australia, basketball is the most popular in China, but in Japan, soccer is tops. In 

Russia, you might think ice hockey is the most popular sport, but it’s not, soccer 

is. Soccer is also the most popular sport in the UK.  

Now that you’ve chosen your sport, it’s time to do research about it- even if you’re a rabid fan. 

• Getting things wrong in sports romance is a huge pet peeve of readers. 

o Don’t make mistakes like saying the hero’s team won by two goals in overtime 

in a hockey romance- hockey has sudden-death overtime and one goal ends the 

game. 

• It will be obvious to many sports romance readers if you don’t know the sport, so don’t 

try to pass off something as fact unless you’re sure it’s true. 

• Research every aspect- the rules, the particulars about the season (number and 

frequency of games etc), the set-up of the league, the routine the athletes follow. 
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After you’ve done all this you can pick your angle and begin to plot. 

HOMEWORK: Tell us what sport you have/want to write about, and why you chose that sport - is it the 

athletes themselves that intrigue you, your current familiarity with the sport, something else? If you 

don't know which sport interests you, look at the information above and pick out a few sports you 

might like to research further. If you have time, do some research into your chosen sport. Google is 

your friend.  

Lesson Two: How much should you focus on the sport itself? 

• Not all readers will understand the sport fully, and though you want enough sports in the book 

to keep the more rabid fan’s attention, you don’t want so much you lose all those other readers 

to confusion. 

• Use common terms whenever possible- bat, puck, ball, home run, strike out, slap shot, dribble, 

dunk. 

• If you throw a lot of jargon into the book it won’t look like you really know what you’re talking 

about, it will seem like you’re using that stuff to cover up things holes in plot lines—particularly 

holes in the sports aspect of the story. 

• There are times when you must use a less familiar term- when that happens, explain to the 

reader what it is and why it’s important to use the correct word. 

o Example: The playoffs in a professional hockey league, Tom had come to find out, were 

some of the longest, most excruciating periods of his entire life. Hell, last year he’d 

played the third round with a torn MCL. There was no way he was going to have knee 

surgery while there was still a chance to play and help his teammates out, though. 

o In that example, a reader might not know what a torn MCL is, but they soon find out it 

would mean knee surgery, which is all they really need to know. 

• How much sports information/plot lines do you need to be called a sports romance? Not a lot, 

and there are both positive and negative aspects to that. Some readers have reviewed my books 

lower because they thought there wasn’t enough about the sport/game, but my stories aren’t 

about the player and the sport, they’re about the player and his/her counterpart in love. So 

while I have what I think is enough sports “stuff” in my books, not all the readers agree with me. 

• Conversely, some readers will ding you for using the sports scenes to pad the wordcount of the 

book because they’ll feel like the plot itself was too thin or had too much to do with the sport 

and not the romance. Always focus on the romance. That goes for any subgenre you write, by 

the way.  

• A sports romance can really be anything from a player who retires and therefore isn’t even in 

the game anymore, like my book Talk to Me, which revolves around a retired player turned 

sports talk show host and his producer. Or you can go the other way and write a story that 

revolves entirely around the sport, like Should’ve Known Better, where the hero is a young guy 

trying to make the team after being in the minors and one the newly hired video coach, and 

everywhere in between. The number of sports-related scenes should be in proportion to the 

amount of sports content in the story. 



• Also, your hero or heroine doesn’t have to be a player. They can be a coach, physical therapist, 

owner, media person, and tons of the other people who are involved with a sports team. On the 

other hand, tons of people not involved with the team in any way meet athletes. I’ve used a 

chef/owner of a restaurant, a kindergarten teacher, and more. Be creative. 

• Fans can play a role in the story too. There are obsessed fans (if you write romantic suspense 

especially), there are fans who interrupt an athlete’s dinner to speak to them or get an 

autograph, there are fans who treat athletes like they should be - aka like normal people who 

happen to be really good at something. Any of these can be used in your story. They don’t have 

to be a romantic lead, but interactions like these lend more reality to the book. 

• The number of plot lines that can revolve around sports are endless.  

HOMEWORK: How much actual sports "stuff" do you think should be in a sports romance? How much 

do you plan to put in? Are you changing your mind one way or the other - more or less sports? 

Lesson Three: Understand the lives of the players 

• Athletes, especially those playing professional sports, don’t have an easy life- yes, they make a 

lot of money, but their bodies also take an incredible amount of physical and emotional 

punishment. 

o Athletes are very aware of and in tune with their bodies. However, that doesn’t mean 

they don’t do dumb stuff to them, like Ryan Malone (NHL player) who was recently 

arrested for DUI—not that uncommon—but also for cocaine possession. 

• To reach the pinnacle of any sport takes relentless drive, persistence, belief in yourself, a 

support system somewhere—a coach, a parent, another athlete, and natural talent. 

• Make your players human—yes, they’re very good at a sport, but that doesn’t mean they don’t 

have hopes and dreams and fears and faults just like the rest of us. 

o Grown men cry when they win a championship game. If you don’t believe me, look at 

these videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPw55zZTkKs – Lebron James 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8f-eCxFHiIQ – Cristianto Ronaldo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6Buv7-Kwb0 – Andy Murray 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oF42LbPDZyM – Teemu Selanne 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ir0-t5Yfq-Y – Michael Jordan 

o If something tragic happens in their life they may continue to play, but they’re still 

grieving. Matt Stajan, an NHL player, and his wife lost their newborn son a few hours 

after he was born. His team offered to let him take the rest of the season off, but he 

elected to keep playing (after a couple of weeks away), and when he scored his first goal 

after coming back, he pointed to the sky. There are countless other examples. If you 
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need a good cry, check out YouTube for scads of videos of athletes talking about playing 

after a loss. 

o Athletes take the Olympics so seriously because, even if they’re professional athletes, an 

Olympic medal is a rare thing. It may also be the only chance for an athlete to be part of a 

championship team. Athletes, whether professional or amateur have dreams, like winning 

the World Series or an Olympic medal. And they’re scared about it just like we’re scared 

about our dreams. Here’s one place where female athletes can take as much acclaim as 

their male counterparts.  

For the US, gymnastics has been a highlight of the Olympics for a long time. Watch this 

video of the US (mostly) winning and other countries (mostly) losing to see how the athletes 

respond: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41sx1qCFKIc  This is an important dynamic to 

get right in a sports romance. Especially if the team or player you’re writing is dominant, the 

other competitors are there and shouldn’t be completely overlooked. Even one sentence 

describing opponents’ downcast eyes, wiping tears, or shaking their heads can add a huge 

emotional punch to your story. 

Here is a female ice skater from the Olympics, talking about doing her short program two 

days after her mother died: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6clt7LiUQ8   

• As an athlete, you acutely understand that your career could be over in a heartbeat. This makes 

athletes handle themselves in different ways, though. Some train harder so they don’t get hurt. 

Some alter their style of play as they get older. 

• One surefire way to learn about athletes is to read books about them. Books the athlete has 

written himself (or with a ghost writer) will probably have the most honest information. 

Biographies will have some interesting information too, but might not get into the head of an 

athlete the way an autobiography will. There’s a great magazine called The Player’s Tribune that 

has lots of stories written from the athletes’ perspective. 

• Remember, sports are dangerous, no matter what level you’re writing about. Don’t be afraid to 

injure your main characters, whether it’s a bump that will keep them out of a couple of games 

or something more major. If you don’t know how to describe injuries, how long the player might 

be out, etc, this is a place where you MUST do research. Getting this wrong really rankles 

readers. You also need to deal with the other parts of getting hurt, like below. 

• In my book Underneath It All (Storm book 2), my hero has shoulder surgery. He’s not used to 

being inactive and is bouncing off the walls. He ends up taking a particular interest in a group of 

kindergartners he reads to, partly because he’s a good man and partly because he’s bored and 

needs a purpose. Athletes are not good at sitting still, whether it be at a dinner they don’t want 

to attend, while recovering from surgery, or listening to their coach yell at them. 

• Not all athletes, whether male or female, are Alphas. Writing about a beta star can be a great 

thing to set your book apart from other sports romances. 

HOMEWORK: List one attribute of an athlete that you think might be different from other hero types 

and how you might use that to make your hero unique. 

Lesson Four: Capturing the unique atmosphere of a locker room 
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• The locker room of any sports team is unique to any other place, and this makes capturing the 

atmosphere difficult. Things like the personalities of the players, the level they’re at, the coach 

and other staff around them make a difference in how the locker room feels. 

o Some locker rooms are very jovial- especially if the team is winning. 

o Others are somber- especially if they’re losing. 

• Athletes get bored and will often play practical jokes on each other. Some are stupid and 

childish, some are funny, some can ruin their careers. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVQ_O4wmo_A – Pittsburgh Penguins (in Buffalo, my hometown!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6dy6sUV7As – hockey players 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqufYKxzvas – high school (in Niagara Falls NY) 

https://www.si.com/extra-mustard/2014/09/17/5-best-sports-pranks-all-time - a video of great pranks 

across a variety of sports 

• Locker rooms range from dingy, dark places to palatial settings like many professional sports 

teams enjoy. There’s a story from the old Islanders arena where Jeremy Roenick killed a rat with 

his hockey stick. Other older arenas and stadiums have disgusting shower rooms, rusting 

lockers, etc. Take a peek at some pictures of locker rooms for different sports, both to show 

how they look and the atmosphere in them. These are the nicer ones: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DV4oeYIDNLk – Oregon Ducks college football team, built by the 

founder of Nike 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRMqgDjWCGA – Sporting Kansas City professional soccer team 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2Oj24d9hIU – visiting teams locker room at Mile High Stadium 

(NFL) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zBCNWMTTBE – high school football team in Texas 

• Teams tend to be communities, and since series books sell, it’s good to introduce five or six main 

players in the first book and then give them their own books later. 

• Locker rooms can be portrayed in a negative light, but be careful with that, especially if you’re 

thinly-disguising a real team. 

o Some locker rooms are homophobic; some are not. 

o Some have racist undercurrents; others don’t. 

o Some teams haze rookies; some don’t. 

o Some coaches abuse players (verbally); others don’t. 

HOMEWORK: Tell me what kind of locker room you might envision in your story. Dank and dirty? 

Brand new? Happy? Depressing? 

Lesson Five: Things you can’t do 
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• Professional sports teams in particular do not want authors to use real team or player names. 

o Make up team names, like my Buffalo Storm, and simply use cities for other teams so 

you don’t have to come up with a million names. 

o An example: The Storm were playing in New York that night and would fly out to 

Ottawa directly after the game, finishing up their road trip in Toronto. 

• If you use real team or player names and the league finds out they will send you an injunction 

(aka cease-and-desist) letter. 

• If you slam a real player, they can sue you. 

o An example: Everyone in the league knew LeBron James was just a huge crybaby 

• If you are sued, you will not win and the court costs could be devastating. 

• You do not own the trademarks; the league and teams do- you cannot profit off the use of said 

trademarks- this is copyright/trademark law and yes, it does apply to books. 

o This is different from using brand names in your books because sports teams are very 

conscious of their public image and don’t want falsehoods spread. 

o An example: I am part of a charity anthology, Seduced by the Game. It’s all hockey 

stories, and the NHL knows about it because we’re sending the money to their official 

charity, Hockey Fights Cancer. They actually went through the entire book and 

highlighted things we couldn’t do. They would not let us use “the Stanley Cup”, but “the 

Cup” was okay. We couldn’t use NHL, so we changed references to the more generic 

“professional hockey league” or something similar. The acronym NHL is trademarked 

and using it in a book means you’re making profit off it. That may seem petty, but as you 

can see, these professional sports leagues take their trademarks seriously. 

BONUS: Reading list 

It's hard to give specific books because I've read dozens, and it really depends on what you want to 
write. Here are some of my favorite sports romance authors, though (heavy on hockey since that's what 
I read a lot of): 
Carly Phillips - mostly football 
Jami Davenport - football and hockey 
Kelly Jamieson - hockey 
Jeff Adams - hockey male/male YA, really intense stuff but awesome 
Suzanne Brockman - football 
Jaci Burton - football, baseball, hockey 
RJ Scott - hockey 
VL Locey - hockey 
Jennifer Lazaris - hockey 
Kate Willoughby (I think that's spelled right) - hockey 
Kate Angell - baseball 
Deidre Martin - hockey 
Desiree Holt - football 
Kerry Adrienne - LGBT figure skating, etc 
Lori Foster - MMA series 
Mary Smith - hockey 
 


